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Amazing Animal 
Moths

Follow-up Activity: 
Find pictures online showing each stage of a moth’s life cycle: egg, larva, pupa, adult.  
Then find pictures of other insects that go through the same four stages, such as  
butterflies, wasps, and ants. Which of these insects have you seen outdoors?

Classroom Connections: Science: animals, life science, characteristics of living things
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   Moth Fun Facts
• Moths can be as small as an ant to as large as a loaf of bread.
• They eat nectar from flowers and sap from trees.
• They live in forests and cities all over the world, except Antarctica.

Moths hatch from eggs as caterpillars. Then they form cases around 
themselves, called pupae, and emerge days later as moths!
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Look and Learn
At the Theatre

This month, Chirp readers learn about how theatre performers get ready to take 
the stage. First, read the section together to get an overview of what happens 
behind the scenes. Then use the key words below to describe and discuss some 
basic theatre terms. You can also print out the list and use it to create a word wall 
of new terms to learn and discuss.

Play Stage Measure

Costume 
Designer Lines Practice

Memorize Backstage Makeup

Pretend Audience Bow
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Look and Learn
At the Theatre

Follow-up Activity 
 • Ask your child or class if they’ve ever seen a play on stage at a theatre. 
  Set up a corner of your class or house dedicated to dress-up so they 
  can try on costumes and engage in role-playing.

 • If you can’t visit a local theatre, try streaming theatrical shows for kids 
  online for a small charge. The Financial Times keeps a list on its website: 
  https://www.ft.com/content/689e0228-7342-11ea-ad98-044200cb277f. 
  And Drama Notebook has links to free online plays for very young 
  children: https://www.dramanotebook.com/watch-free-plays-online/.

Classroom Connections: Language Arts: Language Arts: understanding 
informational text; Drama: artistic perception, creative expression
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Read the poem aloud with your child or class and listen for the sound of the 
language and the patterns in the text. Notice the rhythm of the poem and 
enunciate your words to make the rhyming pattern clear. See if your child or 
class can spot it.

Then discuss what the story is about. Use the question prompts below to help 
children make connections to the text and to their own experiences.

Reading Comprehension Questions:
 
 1. What is the title of the story? 
 2. Based on the title, what do you think the story is about? 
 3. Why does Pia have to stay inside for Halloween this year?  
  How does she feel about that? 
 4. What do the kids in Pia’s class decide to do for her?  
  Who came up with the idea?
 5. Describe the pumpkins they draw for Pia.  
  What will they use the drawings for?
 6. Describe what happens on Halloween night. How does Pia feel? 
  How do you think the kids in her class feel?  
  How would you feel if you were Pia watching the parade?

Follow-up Activities

 • Talk about how the text and the art work together to make meaning  
  in the story. Which illustration do you like best?

 •  Talk about what Halloween is like for your family this month.  
    How is it different from other years? How is it similar?

Classroom Connections: 
Language Arts: poetry, reading comprehension, character development,  
making predictions; Social-Emotional Learning

Let’s read
Pumpkins on a Roll


